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Q. Good morning. I’m Deb Ballam and today’s date is August 12, 2014, and I am 

interviewing Dr. Paula Smith, whose birthdate is? 

A. April 20, 1958.  

Q. And this interview is part of our Voices of Women Project, which is attempting to 

capture the history of women at Ohio State. Thank you so much for coming today and 

agreeing to be interviewed. 

A. Well, I appreciate the opportunity to be part of the project.  

Q. Great. Could you describe the positions you held and the roles you’ve played at Ohio 

State, both in the units you’ve been in and over what time period? 

A. Okay, I came to the University in 1994 from Clark State Community College over in 

Springfield. Brad Myers was the Associate Director and hired me in as an enrollment 

manager in the Registrar’s office. At the same time I had applied for the Associate 

Director of the Young Scholars Program, and about six weeks later I was offered the 

position in the Young Scholars Program, and I started with Dr. Charles Hancock in that 

same year, in 1994, as the Associate Director of the Young Scholars Program. From 

there, I stayed with the Program for six years, and in 2000 I was made the Director of the 

Program. The Office of Minority Affairs – the Young Scholars was under that umbrella. 

In 2004 I left the program, the Young Scholars Program. I was in the midst of a Ph.D. 

program in Social Work, and to complete my dissertation I couldn’t supervise 32 people 

and keep my sanity, so I went to a research position within the Office of Minority Affairs. 

I’ve been there ever since. This is 2014, so I’ve been at the University 20 years.  
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Q. What year did you go to the research position? 

A. In 2004. I’ve been at the ACCESS Collaborative Program, it’s a program for single 

parents at the University, still under the umbrella of, now the Office of Diversity and 

Inclusion. That’s the Office of Minority Affairs’ new name. I write grants and I do 

research for that project. It’s been very fulfilling to see single mothers and their children 

transition from college to grown-ups. That’s what I’m doing. 

Q. That’s fabulous. You’ve been in several kinds of positions. 

A. Right.  

Q. Okay. And we’ll come back to these as we go through the other questions, but before we 

move on, can you talk about your family background and experiences that shaped you 

before you came to Ohio State? 

A. Sure. I am from a long line of Hairstons. That’s my maiden name, Paula Hairston-Smith. 

My family settled in North Carolina as far as we can go back, in the late 1700s. We were 

on a plantation in North Carolina, owned by Germans. Hairsteins were their names. And 

so my grandfather ended up settling in Columbus, Ohio. The Hairstons are known to have 

a clan. It’s called the Hairston clan. And there are large reunions every year of the 

Hairston clans, both white and black. And so I have a good grasp on my family 

background; there have been books written on the Hairston clan. So that in itself has kind 

of grounded me and made me interested in research and genealogy. My family: My father 

had a seventh-grade education. He worked at Sommers and Son, Magnavox, the first of 

the TVs. He was a delivery man for pianos and starting at age 16. Then h,e finally, he 

worked at Anheuser Busch on the line. That’s where he retired. My mother went to an 

HBCU – a historically black college and university – and was determined that her 
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daughter was going to get a higher education experience. And so she pushed upon me the 

importance of education. She was also Director of Military Services at the American Red 

Cross. The professionalism, the way to dress, the way you develop as far as career-wise, I 

watched her and was very proud of what she did. I followed in the line of social work. 

That’s my area of expertise, and I watched her with Vietnamese community. There were 

a large number of refugees that came in from Vietnam during the time she was at the Red 

Cross. I’m very interested in different cultures. So I think that that helped me with just 

opening up my mind, that there are different ways to approach different people. That all 

cultures are different and everybody has different needs and desires, and don’t lump 

people into specific categories. 

Q. Where did you grow up? 

A. I grew up in Columbus, Ohio. And I started in the north end. Most people would call that 

“the ’hood” – the Columbus area on 22nd Avenue. I went to Hamilton Elementary School, 

then I went to Linmoor for a little while. Then my mother took me, I went to Catholic 

school, then we moved to what was the suburb at the time, but I went to Mifflin. That’s 

where I graduated from high school. And Mifflin was then just transitioning from a 

county school to a city school. I graduated in 1976. That’s when I went off to college. 

Q. And where did you go to college? 

A. I initially went to Kent State University and I was a party girl. I partied my first year, and 

my mother came to get me at the second quarter, to say that I was not longer partying at 

Kent State University, because I could not get my grade point average above a 2.0. And I 

have shared this with so many students, that I flunked out of college. But here I am today 

with a Ph.D. It can be done. So mom said, “Come home,” and I worked at then Lazarus 
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in order to make up for some of the money that I wasted while I was at Kent State. I 

worked my way through Columbus State Community College, to get my grade point 

average back up where it would be acceptable, so I could transfer to Ohio State. I stayed 

at home, so my mother could watch me, and make sure that I would go to class. She 

received my grade cards for that next year. From there, I graduated with a Bachelor of 

Arts in Criminal Justice in 1981 from Ohio State. Then about ten years later, I received a 

Master of Arts in Counseling from Wright State University. We had moved to Springfield 

and during that time I moved, because my husband had received a promotion, and I was 

working for the state, and I quit my job but I had a small daughter at that time. She was 

younger than one. And I reluctantly let go of my position to follow my husband, because 

I didn’t want to depend on a man because my mother had always taught me this 

independence. You have to rely on yourself and make sure that you have a job. So for me 

to be jobless and depend on him, was just, it was scary. And when I got to Springfield, I 

felt like I didn’t have enough money, there was more that I could do. So I started working 

at the Urban League while I was there. Then when we moved back to Columbus, I started 

working at the Registrar’s office. I continued on with school. When I transitioned to the 

Young Scholars, I continued on with school, with the Ph.D. program in Social Work, at 

Ohio State. I did things backwards. After I received a Ph.D. in 2006 in Social Work, I 

decided that I wanted to teach. In order to teach Social Work, you have to have an 

Master’s in Social Work (MSW). So my Master’s was in Counseling. I went back to 

school after I received the Ph.D. in order to receive a Master’s in Social Work in 2011. I 

think the College of Social Work was pretty well sick of me, because I can teach half of 
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the classes that I was in, and I did teach after I received the MSW in the College of Social 

Work. So that’s half of my degrees. 

Q. You have a variety of experiences at Ohio State. 

A. Yes, I do.  

Q. Before we get into those experiences, can you talk about how you generally identify 

yourself, and how others see you, in terms of gender, race, sex, religion, class, any kinds 

of identities that you really think. 

A. I think that most people see me as African-American woman and when I share with them 

that I’m Catholic, it’s a surprise. Even when I shared with my staff at the Young Scholars 

Program, most of the staff were African-American males, and the issue of, you pray to 

Mary came up a lot. And how can you, why would you pray to a woman? I said that you 

don’t have a real idea. But as far as not arguing the point, I just thought it was interesting 

how they perceived me and my religion and how it was really a conflict, not only that 

most African Americans are Baptist, they perceive that you have to come from a Baptist 

background and have some understanding of the African-American experience in church, 

which I do, because my grandmother was African Episcopalian AME, African Methodist 

Episcopalian. And so going to church with her all the time, I understood the Black 

experience in church. But it was like, are you really one of us if you’re Catholic?  

Q. Interesting. 

A. It was. Having these discussions and when you say in the Office of Minority Affairs or 

the Office of Diversity and Inclusion that you’re Catholic and they know that you’re 

African American, it’s like, “Wow, oh you’re Catholic.” My husband is Catholic and 

brought up in Catholic school. His parents were Catholic. I think that people still see me 
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as an educated, I think that there’s this real issue, because now I work with single parents 

in higher education and I do a lot of journal writing or my research has been in the area 

[of single parenthood]. I’ve never been a single parent. My daughter is 27 and I’ve been 

married for 30 years, but I don’t think that you have to live the experience. I think a lot of 

people think that you have to be black in order to really understand the black experience, 

or you have to be Catholic in order to understand the Catholic experience, or you have to 

be Baptist. I think that you have to live and experience the culture. I think if you live in 

Honduras and you experience that culture, you live in that culture and you understand the 

day-to-day, I think that you can write about it, you can help people from that culture. I 

think that you have a good understanding.  

Q. I don’t want to leave out your student experience because we’re of course trying to 

capture the experiences of all women at Ohio State. So before we get into your staff 

positons you’ve had, can you tell me what it was like being an African-American woman 

student at Ohio State in the late ’70s or early ’80s. 

A. Yes, it would have been the late ’70s and early ’80s. I think that when I first started at 

Ohio State, I felt lonely. I felt isolated. And I think when I look back at the statistics at 

that time, it was probably the highest number of African Americans who had ever been 

here on the campus. But I still felt like there were so many whites and so many Chinese 

on the campus, that I just remember the first day, seeing everybody walk across the Oval. 

And it just looked like a bunch of ants. And there were just so many people. I think I was 

overwhelmed with it, but after the first quarter or so, I started looking for hubs or 

organizations. Then I think the Royer Commons, before it became the Hale Center, is 

where a lot of dances for the African Americans took place. I think back then there 
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wasn’t a Hale Cultural Center. There weren’t specific places for African Americans to 

go. There was a corner in the Ohio Union where a lot of African Americans would meet, 

like during the middle of the day you would know that some of the Greeks, the 

fraternities or sororities would be over there in that corner. They might be pledging. You 

might see a group of African Americans. But in your classroom there may be one or two. 

And I just remember feeling isolated and kind of lonely.  

But then you start meeting, seeing one or two that you were always in class with, 

or you would start taking classes in the [Department of African-American and African 

Studies]. I took Swahili, I took some over courses offered by the [Department of African-

American and African Studies]. You got to meet a lot of students who were there, who 

were African-American, in those classes. So that was another way to learn about, to see 

the other African Americans on campus. Then I joined an African-American sorority, 

Sigma Gamma Roe. From there I had my own little niche, because now I’m Greek, I’m 

seeing the others. There were nine major black Greek sororities and fraternities on 

campus that were registered with the Ohio Union. I did that until I graduated. I became 

President of the sorority my senior year. 

Q. Were there any kinds of activism going on around race issues at that time? I wasn’t at 

Ohio State at that time, so I’m not sure what was going on. 

A. I think the issues of Kent State had just taken place, but I can’t remember at that time any 

racial issues. I can’t remember, I just remembered that there were just issues with police 

and student relations, and people still protesting the Kent State issues.  

Q. Wow, because that was back in 1970.  
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A. But I think that still coming from Kent State, that was still really real, with Kent State, in 

1976, because there were still a couple of times when the campus was shut down because 

there were still some rioting going on there. But I don’t remember any racial issues or 

protests during that time. Now while I was in high school I remember a couple of times at 

Mifflin, students throwing chairs out windows. There was an issue between a black 

student and a white teacher, some shoving and pushing, and that caused a racial issue. 

There were racial issues, but I just don’t remember at Ohio State.  

Q. Okay, so then you came back here in 1994 to work. You’ve had a few different positions, 

but it’s basically been within the same unit, what is now Office of Diversity and 

Inclusion, and it used to be Office of Minority Affairs. 

A. Right.  

Q. You’ve described basically what the positions were. Can you talk about how your 

experiences were in those units considering the different identities that you’ve talked 

about?  

A. Being a woman, when I think about the Young Scholars positions and being Associate 

Director, when I came into the position, I remember clearly a big football player, he was 

from Tennessee State, told me that the only reason I was hired into that position was 

because I was a woman, and that because black men don’t fear women. And so it would 

appear that I would be easy on the staff, and that I would get along well, because I guess 

they had done quite a few in-house interviews for the positions, but I was hired from 

outside of the realm of Young Scholars, and I thought that was interesting. 

Q. Now was that a staff member? 
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A. A staff member. He used to be a football player at Tennessee State, and he was a staff 

member, a big guy. And I told him, “Well, I think looks can be deceiving and that you 

can assume a lot about me, but you don’t know me.” And I said, “You need to take some 

time and get to know me and we’ll see if you still think the same thing in a year.” I think 

that in the time that I was at the Young Scholars Program, I terminated more than six 

people, and I think that he and everybody else found out I wasn’t playing about issues of 

staff misbehavior. I felt it was very important to continue to bring the Young Scholars up 

to par, and to make the program morally acceptable at the University, to keep us above 

the fray of all the stereotypes that blacks are lazy or they don’t work well together, they 

don’t get to places on time, there are issues with the men being playboys, or that they 

were improper with young ladies, that they may have gotten high or drank on the job. 

Well, there were issues with those stereotypes, but there were also real issues with those 

things happening within the Young Scholars Program. In order to address them, it took a 

lot of time. It took a lot of time to follow-up and do progressive action with the staff 

members and it took away from actually doing the programming that needed to be done 

in order to enhance the Young Scholars Program, and to keep the students engaged, to 

keep the students moving to those higher academic expectations that the University was 

putting on the other students. There were always [people saying that] the Young Scholars 

expectations were lower than the majority students, as far as like with scholarships. The 

Young Scholars were expected to maintain a 3.0 grade point average in order to receive 

the scholarship. The Morrill Scholars program had a 3.25, and that is within the Office of 

Minority Affairs at the University. And so that could be given to minority students with 
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higher grade point averages, and higher ACTs and SATs. I felt like the University always 

felt like the Young Scholars were getting by because they had lower expectations. 

Q. 3.0 is a pretty good expectation. 

A. It is, but their ACTs were 18, 19, compared to the University was looking for 25, 26. 

They were looking for very competitive students on ACT. But these students were inner-

city students who, when their class rank was in the top 10 percent, that 3.0 or better was 

great, but they were still scoring 18, 19 on their ACT. And the University kept saying, 

“Why aren’t you doing more to prepare them for this ACT?” Well, nationally African 

Americans score lower on the ACT. It’s not just the phenomenon of the Young Scholars 

Program. Research has shown that the African-American population just scores lower on 

the ACT. And we researched it and we thought, well, maybe some of this is just culture, 

they are not exposed to culture. And going back to the experiences, [African-American 

students would be asked], “Do you know what a viola is versus a violin?” Some of these 

questions or some of these words were used on the ACT test, but some of these students 

hadn’t had an experience with it, so they didn’t know what it was. How could they 

actually answer the question? I felt like as a woman, there were issues that I was fighting 

internally with the staff. 

Q. How many staff did you supervise, and how many were men and how many were 

women? 

A. I had about 32 staff members when I became Director. Some of the staff were out of 

town; they were in Cincinnati, Dayton, Cleveland, Youngstown, Akron, Canton, Toledo, 

and Columbus. They were off–site. There were two to three in each city. And then there 

were staff housed in Columbus. I’d say about 12 staff members in the Columbus office in 
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Mount Hall. At the time there were probably more men than women. There were, I’d say 

there were probably about 18 men and the rest 12, 14 women. And the women were 

primarily in secretarial or office associate positions, and the men were the program 

coordinators. They were in the Associate Director position. And a lot of the men were ex-

football players from different colleges. One had even played pro. Actually, Todd Bell 

had worked in our department as a liaison to the schools. He worked part-time. And so 

with this, I think the opinion that women are softer leaders, I had a lot of issues with the 

males in attendance. I called in Human Resources to kind of help me with this, to say 

“This is difficult to work on this and we have a bigger political issue with the University 

and how they see this program, how they fund the program.” When the students were 

first recruited in the sixth grade, there was this big issue about, this is a full scholarship 

that you’re going to receive. If you sign your children over to us, we’re going to provide 

these services, tutoring, programs in the summer to bring them on campus. 

Q. Can you describe what the Young Scholars Program is? Just briefly. 

A. The Young Scholars Program is a program established by the University to recruit and 

retain minority students, low-income minority students, from the various cities that I’ve 

talked about: Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus, Toledo, Youngstown, Dayton, 

and I know I’m leaving out something. The purpose was to recruit low-income inner-city 

students to the University. It was part of the Black Action Plan that was developed in, I 

think, 1987. I remember Barbara Newman was instrumental in developing that program, 

and also the ACCESS Collaborative Program in order to recruit and retain single parents, 

low-income single parents at the University. Going back to the Young Scholars, offering 

these services in sixth grade, if the student maintained a 3.0 at the end of their high 
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school career, they were offered a scholarship to Ohio State. The premise was that the 

student’s financial aid, their Pell in combination with The Ohio State scholarship, would 

give them a full ride to the University. Well, a lot of that was not true at the time the 

student matriculated. The student’s finances might have changed. The parents may have 

married. They may have had to take out a loan in order to cover some of that Pell or 

federal financial aid and receive the University scholarship. There were major complaints 

by the students and the parents about how this package has changed. In 1994 was the first 

class of young scholars to reach that college age. 

Q. So they basically had been worked with since sixth grade, with a special summer 

program, to get them ready for college. 

A. Right. The program began in 1988. The first class came to Ohio State in 1994. That’s the 

year I started with the Young Scholars. At that time, it was a mess that very first quarter 

because no one had really thought about the housing for the students [and how it figures 

into] the financial aid package. So we were running around the very first day of school 

still trying to find housing for some of the students. It was like that every year for about 

two years, and then the Young Scholars, the very first class, had about 100 students. The 

next two classes they were larger. They had, like, 300 that they had recruited in sixth 

grade for a couple of years. Then the University saw, wow, that’s a lot of scholarship 

money. So they reduced the number that could be recruited back down to 100. I can’t 

remember, it might have been about five or six years later. 

Q. But getting back to the experiences with the men who reported to you. Was there 

anything else you wanted to add about that? 
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A. I think that it was not only the men that reported to me, but even the men that I reported 

to. Probably around 2000, after Charles Hancock had left, Tim Knowles came on board. 

He was hired as the [Vice President of Student and Campus Support]. I interviewed Tim 

Knowles, I remember sitting around the table with Rose Wilson-Hill, Maurice Shipley, 

Larry Williamson, as we interviewed Tim Knowles. And Tim Knowles, I asked him a 

question that was on my sheet and he asked me why I thought that the Young Scholars 

Program should even exist, that nothing, a program like that isn’t even needed, in a year 

or so he planned to get rid of any program like that, because there was no need. If the 

University was doing their job, no program like that should exist. And I laughed at his 

response. I said, “No, I disagree with you totally.” And I gave him the reasons that I 

thought the program should exist, and why it was developed. And he still, he looked at 

me, he was so, I don’t know, we got off to a really bad start at that interview. He became 

the Vice [President], even though I know I wrote on my little sheet, no, not Tim Knowles. 

From that point on, he called me in within a week and told me that I was no longer 

Director of the program, that I would return to my position as Associate Director, because 

he felt that they needed new leadership. He brought in a male, Dr. Shipley, from the 

African-American [and African Studies] Department, and it was embarrassing, I had run 

the program for nearly a year in an interim position. And speaking of that, when Charles 

left the position, I had to fight with the administration and the Office of Minority Affairs 

in order to get equal salary to what Charles was making when he left. I wasn’t going to 

back down with it [even though] I did not have a Ph.D. That was the answer that they 

gave me. I said that I was working on this Ph.D.; there have been other Directors that 

don’t have a Ph.D., but that was the excuse they gave me. But I’m still doing the same 
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job. And actually it’s more difficult because they did not give me an Associate Director 

to work with. So they finally, after I filed a complaint, gave me equal pay to Charles in 

additional salary, not on my base salary. They gave me my base salary, but they just did 

an additional pay. They didn’t up my salary. And so I thought if I had been a man, would 

it be a different issue? Would I have an Associate Director? Would I have the funds right 

off the bat? Would I have to fight for this, as opposed to just be given the salary?  

Q. Did you file the complaint? Was it an internal complaint with the Office of Human 

Resources? 

A. It was an internal complaint with the Office of Human Resources, Larry Lewellen. I filed 

a complaint with him. And at that time Mac Stewart was the Vice Provost [for Minority 

Affairs]. He was the Interim Vice Provost. And so it started off my relationship, but I 

think that internally they knew that I wasn’t going to put with anything, put up with the 

football players not coming to work, and that I was going to call Human Resources in 

order to do it. But also, they knew externally, I’m going to file a complaint against you if 

I feel like I’ve not getting equal treatment with males at the University. So Tim Knowles 

lasted about a year. Ed Ray was in the newspapers about Tim’s relationship with staff. 

Then I had filed a complaint internally with Human Resources against Tim 

Knowles, about him demoting me and also the way that he was going around staff telling 

how I was inept, I was incompetent to do my job. Of course, staff would come back and 

tell me, it was just general Office of Minority Affairs staff, that he would say these things 

about Paula Smith. And so I filed a complaint. Then he was told not to publicly use my 

name in vain and to behave, but they couldn’t find any discrimination or anything like 

that. But at least he was told to stay off me, to not publicly humiliate me. And so that 
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lasted for still about a year. He still tried to do anything that he could to try to catch me in 

some type of thing, and he tried to get Maurice Shipley to terminate me. And so Maurice 

left abruptly and went back to African-American Studies before Tim, because he said he 

had an idea that Tim was going to terminate him. And so he didn’t want to go through 

that publicly, so he went back to his department. Tim was terminated the following 

August, I think he was just short of a year. You can follow that in the newspaper. I was 

very joyful because I had had a year of him still publicly trying to destroy my career, and 

I didn’t think I had done anything to deserve it. Plus, he was trying to get rid of the 

Young Scholars program. So from there, Mac Stewart finally made me permanent 

Director, cause they brought Mac Stewart in as permanent Vice Provost. And so that’s 

where, from there four years later, then I left, still I left quickly. Mac and I didn’t agree, 

he felt like the Young Scholars should be at a higher grade point average. He wanted to 

bring, I think his name was Carl Weddington in as Associate Director, and I didn’t want 

to. Carl Weddington is in jail now. He worked for the, I can’t remember what state office 

he was in, but after taking some bribes [he was convicted and sentenced to a three-year 

prison sentence]. Carl Weddington wasn’t on my top list. But Mac was very upset with 

me that I didn’t do as he said, because he said that he had always followed what John 

Mount, when his boss told him to do something, he would do it, without question. And I 

said, “I’m sorry but I can’t work that way.” And so in 2004, I left under, it was not a good 

time for me. There were questions about my leadership from an investigation, and about 

what was going on with the Young Scholars. Mac suggested that I leave the Young 

Scholars position and go to a research position with the ACCESS Collaborative Program 

in order to finish my Ph.D. I agreed. I said, “Yes,” because I grew tired of the fight. And I 
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just physically and emotionally couldn’t fight for Young Scholars within this climate, 

within that office.  

Q. And so you went there in 2004? 

A. Uh-huh, yes.  

Q. Who did you report to then? 

A. I reported to Karen Alsbrooks [Director of Strategic Development, Minority Affairs]. I 

reported to Karen Alsbrooks and it was strange at first reporting to someone that had 

been my colleague. But she understood what I had gone through, and was really not very, 

she was very flexible and it helped me through that transition. To have somebody, a 

woman, a single mother, who understood, a black woman who understood what I had 

gone through and had seen my career progress and knew me. And so working with her 

just made the transition so much easier. And now that I’ve seen her kind of go through 

the same type of, as the Office of Minority Affairs transitioned to the Office of Diversity 

and Inclusion, and Dr. [Valerie] Lee came on board, Karen has kind of transitioned from 

position to position. I think that she really has the understanding of where I was at, 

because now she is in a position where she doesn’t have a full staff. She just kind of does 

projects. It was wonderful having somebody who understood what I had gone through 

and still knew that I would produce quality work. 

Q. Now, you’ve talked about what you’ve personally done to address equity issues with the 

complaints, which is the logical thing to do, were you involved in any kind of collective 

efforts to change the institution as a whole? Could you describe those? 

A. Several. There was a Black Faculty and Staff Coalition that was developed. It was David 

Harrison, Rose Wilson-Hill, Charles Hancock, Ruvie Smith, people from different 
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departments at the University, who had recruitment initiatives going on for minority 

students in different departments. The Fisher College, the Engineering Department, the 

Dental School. Of course, African-American studies. They played an integral role when 

departments were hiring new staff, about introducing or trying to help them identify 

minority candidates for the positions.  

And the other issue was, whenever there were issues, there always seemed to be 

issues, when the Office of Minority Affairs was restructuring. There were always issues 

about, are the things going on in Student Affairs repetitive? What’s going on in the Office 

of Minority Affairs, and should there be a collaboration of the two? So a lot of that was 

discussed within this collaborative. When the issues with the African-American Student 

Union, when they were protesting the restructuring of the Office of Minority Affairs in 

1999-2000, Barbara Rich was Interim Vice Provost, I think Leroy Pernell had just left, I 

was instrumental in negotiating with the students and the Vice Provost. Barbara Rich, she 

stood fast on the restructuring plan. And the students were still protesting and Annie 

Tucker was one of the, Annie, Barbara Rich had recruited her from Washington, D.C. 

She was in pre-med at the time. And I remember all the students sleeping in on the 

second floor of Bricker Hall, and President Gee coming out to tell them to stop drumming 

those damn drums. 

Q. What didn’t they like about the restructuring? 

A. I think that they were, the key people were going to be moved to other units. They were 

restructuring, like taking some of the people out of the Young Scholars and putting them 

in a retention unit or a recruitment unit, so Young Scholars was just going to be 

restructured to be a recruitment arm or retention arm for the University versus just this 
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minority low-income population. But you were still recruiting minorities state-wide. 

Also, the Hale Center was going to be opened up to not just minorities or African-

American students; it was going to be a, I can’t remember the details of the restructuring. 

But major things were going to change. I think that the staff who were going to be 

changed into positions that that they did not like, encouraged the students to protest. And 

they fed the students information in order to manipulate them and to stop this whole 

process. And they won. Because they did stop it. Everything went back to the way it was, 

but by that time Charles had jumped ship. He went back to teaching, but Barbara and this 

little pack of students, they would not talk. They wouldn’t talk. And I think that it could 

have been resolved, I think, a lot faster. And I know Barbara, she and I fell out about this, 

and I think it’s too bad because I respect her. Actually, I loved her dearly, and I’m still 

hurt behind it. Because I just wanted her to talk to Annie, who is a sorority sister of mine, 

and I felt that Barbara and Annie had such a close relationship, because she recruited 

Annie to the University, and I think she felt that Annie had disrespected her during the 

process. I think Annie had slammed the door because they didn’t agree, but I had to 

remind her that Annie is a child, that she still is still a student. She is still growing up. I 

just hate that that whole process, somebody that I really respected and admired, it just 

really drew us apart because I felt like she should have handled it differently. 

Q. Now tell me more, what was it that Gordon Gee did? They had their sit-in. 

A. He said, “Stop drumming those damn drums.”  

Q. So he didn’t come out in his pajamas with pizza for them? 

A. No, no, not at that point, because I think it was like the second or third day, and they just 

beat the drums continuously. Boom, boom, boom, boom. I had to laugh because I felt like 
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I would have said the same thing. I would have said the same thing. And I think I 

remember the whole floor being covered with sleeping bags and pizza boxes. It was like 

maybe the first day he might have given them pizza, but after like about the third day, 

and they would leave it like that when they would leave to go out front to do their little 

protest signs and stuff like that. I thought it was cute. I would have said the same thing. 

Q. Other than your work with the Black Faculty and Staff Collaborative, were you involved 

in any other collective efforts of change around equity issues? 

A. Yes, I worked with the Registrar’s Office. There was a secretary meeting, different 

departments throughout the whole University, I would go [to represent] the Office of 

Minority Affairs, just to speak up and just to hear what was going on, as far as the 

changes at the University in different departments, especially the Registrar’s admissions. 

And I got a better understanding about, like Dentistry would talk about their recruiting 

issues with faculty, and also with students. They were really having a problem identifying 

African Americans who were interested in Dentistry and who could meet the 

requirements. A lot of times I think that the Office of Minority Affairs, when they got 

that information back, when they did the recruiting or they would send people out to 

recruit in different states. I think that those meetings were important. I can’t remember 

any other things. It seems so long ago. I can’t remember any other recruitment.  

Q. So you’ve been here 20 years. How would you assess over that 20-year period the climate 

for African-American women staff at Ohio State, and has it changed over that period? 

A. I think that it’s changed. I think that the resources are there. Identifying issues that have 

always been there, but now the University has put a label on it and put policy behind it. 

For example, child care has always been, it was an issue for me, but issues about bringing 
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your children on campus with you. Issues about developing the child care center, growing 

the child care center. Even though I still think there’s not enough for students and staff, 

but there still is a child care center on the campus for staff. I think that programs – I 

would not have been able to work during the summer if the University hadn’t provided 

summer child care programs that my job could purchase, paid in, while I was working. So 

I think the University has really grown. There are a variety of camps that the kids can go 

to now. I think that they saw the child care issue and have addressed it. For a woman, that 

was important for me. And it was important for my child to be close by, so that I could 

get to her when I needed to. I think that also the University, as far as policies of leave and 

maternity leave, I think it’s written down. It’s addressed as far as people can go to it and 

it’s not the supervisor’s choice or their preference as to when people can come and leave. 

I think that the Title IX going back in the day, but now looking to now, Title IX has 

really put it in words in addressing issues for women, not just with sports, but in the 

classroom, the expectation for maternity leave or how you’re supposed to excuse a 

student when they’re pregnant. I don’t know about the issues of parenting in Title IX, but 

I think that there still needs to be more awareness that students and staff have rights. I 

think that Title IX is on the forefront, but there needs to be more expansion. But at least 

it’s there now versus it wasn’t there before.  

Q. How about the climate at the University, specifically for women of color? Has that 

changed over the 20 years that you’ve been there? And how would you assess it 

generally? 

A. I belong to the Black Women Faculty and Staff Coalition, and every quarter there is a 

party or a gathering. I think that that has been so important because at least I can put a 
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face on different people in different departments. I think that coalition, like I had told you 

before, when I first came here I felt isolated because I was surrounded by whites or 

Chinese in the classroom and maybe a couple of black people I would see in my 

classroom or on the way to another class. Now there’s a group of women that I can put 

my face to or we can celebrate somebody’s retirement or we know that we exist. You can 

see on the e-mail this group of women who are here. So you don’t feel isolated. I’ve been 

lucky because I work in a unit that is filled with people of color. Everybody doesn’t have 

that, and so they just assume too that it’s all lovely and that we’re all bubbly. But it’s not 

that. There’s still crabs crawling up on crabs to get into position. And there’s still a select 

group.  

Going back to the Office of Minority Affairs and the Office of Diversity and 

Inclusion, ever since Barbara Rich, there’s always been a group of women on the top. 

Even though Mac Stewart was Vice Provost, he still was surrounded by women in the 

Office of Minority Affairs, because most of the women were Directors or special 

assistants to the Vice Provost or the Associate Vice Provost. Now we have Valerie Lee 

[serving as Vice Provost]. James Moore is her Assistant Vice Provost, but you have 

Yolonda Zepeda as another Assistant Vice Provost. But you primarily still have women 

directors, all except for Larry Williamson. So I think there’s always been an issue in the 

Office of Minority Affairs, there’s too women on top, and that the males feel like they’re 

not listened or they don’t have the ability to climb into positions of Directors or Associate 

Vice Provosts, especially internally. I’ve forgotten where I was going to when you asked 

me about the women, but I still feel connected at the University because I know the 

University and I know where the other Black women are. It’s a different feel. 
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Q. That kind of network is very powerful, it sounds like, as a student and now. 

A. Yes. 

Q. Can you talk a little bit about, because I want to make sure we get this in the record, what 

the ACCESS Program is again? 

A. The ACCESS Collaborative Program started in 1989. It was a program to recruit low-

income minority women who had custody of their children, who were undergraduate 

students here at the University. The program was developed to provide – the 

programming includes tutoring, study tables. There’s a scholarship for books given to the 

students with the highest quarterly or semester grade point averages. There are also 

stipends for housing. In the past we’ve worked with HUD, Section 8, to get the students 

Section 8 to use at Buckeye Village, and they were given a voucher to offset their 

housing.  

Q. Is there a special housing arrangement for the ACCESS students? Is there a special wing 

of Buckeye Village? 

A. No, we tried to do that, but we were unable to move several students to a court, like 

Cuyahoga Court, in Buckeye Village. There were always people who were already 

housed in those units, so we never got everybody in the same unit. In the meantime, HUD 

changed its policies where they no longer support University-based housing. So we lost 

that contact. Now we’re working with a Columbus Cooperative, they have already built 

what they call a scholar house on the corner of 17th and Main, over in Lincoln Arts 

District. And we have four students who are living in this scholar house. Otterbein and 

Columbus State are participating in this project. They are building another set and we’re 

hoping to put 20 of our students over there in that housing. The University is working to 
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provide some transportation in those areas back to campus. But the main project is over 

by Weinland Park in two years, in order to build more housing. So our office is looking 

to move into that Weinland Park program, in order to support the housing portion of it, 

and then continue the programming and expand the services to Columbus State and 

Otterbein. 

Q. Dr. Smith, this has been just a really interesting interview. Is there anything that we 

haven’t covered that you feel is important to add? 

A. I think most of the students and staff that I work with know that I want to leave a legacy 

that I encouraged students, students of color, low-income students, women especially, 

especially women who look like me, who had experiences where somebody told them 

that they couldn’t do it, because I was told that I couldn’t do it, too. My father was a 

proponent of me just going to the post office, getting a job and marrying a good man. But 

my mother said, “You need a degree in order to expand your skills and to be 

independent.” And that is my goal and that has been my goal, and that has been my job 

for the last 30 years in higher education, to tell these students that you have to get a 

degree in order to live your dream, in order to fulfill all your goals. Even though it may 

not pay off immediately, it’s yours. It’s something that no one can ever take away from 

you, and you can use it anyway you want to. That’s what I want to leave. 

Q. That’s a powerful legacy. Thank you so much for sharing your voice with our Voices for 

Women Project. 

A. Thank you.  


